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My Wife and I would like to object to house building of any type on the arable land 
Shown in the developers illustrative Masterplan. Namely the field directly to the south 
of Chalfont drive Sileby. 

 
 
 
This green gap as to be preserved in the village plan we believed, is acting as a 
clear divide between the villages and providing valuable natural land for wildlife and 
agriculture, plus the reservoir effect for flood water. Many wildlife species rely on this 
for their survival . 

 
 
 We would also oppose for the following reasons. 

 
1/ TRAFFIC :-  with 170 homes planned assuming each property has 2 cars that 
would give at least 340 extra car journeys per day in and out of the site along 
narrow village roads already congested to the point of frustration at some times  
of the day due to Cossington road Sileby almost being a one way due to parked 
cars. (as per issues on Seagrave road/hill) . As a note we can see that the 
developer’s traffic survey was conducted during the Covid lockdown and as such 
provides an erroneous result. This site along with the other application 
P/20/2393/2 land off humble lane Cossington would see an extra 300 houses 
built in close proximity. All this traffic would have to exit along the same village 
road.  
 

 
. 

 
2/ FLOODING:- Local flooding (with the IPCC predicting heavy rainfall event 
increasing in frequency in the future due to global warming) is already a problem 
for traffic in Sileby, Cossington and many villages in the soar valley, as shown by 
more recent floods.  October 2019 for example in Cossington  and the flooding of 
the banks in the Centre of the village  . ( This would no doubt be worsened by 
building over at least half of the green separation zone as well as the Cossington 
new development.  Loosing this land will decrease absorption and will further 
overload the drains and flood defenses especially at times of high rainfall. 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
4/ VILLAGE AMENITIES:-  The continual building of houses without adequate 
provision of improved local services/schools for the village is the usual pattern. 

 Sileby has Poor parking provision for local shops, or post office / chemist 
with most free parking taken by railway commuters in the Tesco car park.  

 No secure parking areas for bicycles, ebikes or Motorbikes, The local 
public toilet closed which causes me and no doubt other older people 
issues when shopping on foot in the village.  

 The two local doctor’s surgeries are ill equipped to cope with what could 
result in an extra 340 patients from this development alone let alone the 
other local developments being built with no suitable space for 
enlargement or increased parking.    

A so called contribution to these by the developers never results in any true 
improvements.  

 
 
 
 
5/ OVERLOOKING:-  As a note about the proposed plan it shows two / three story 
properties built in very close proximity to the present bungalows on Chalfont drive 
which mainly have very short back gardens. This will create a very claustrophobic 
effect and result in the bungalow gardens being overshadowed / overlooked by the 
upper house windows. This will deny the current residents their privacy.  

 
 
 
Regards 

 
 
Mr / Mrs S.Hewes 


